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Travel through the worldly, culturally aware, obligations and revelations poetry with the sultry, melodious

voice of flo Gently accompanied by funky, soothing instrumentals. 16 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With

Music, JAZZ: Smooth Jazz Details: Flo Gently: Her style is smooth and straight to the point. Yet never

leaves you hanging for lack of a solution to whatever's the problem. She touches all facets of life, from the

worldly,culturally aware, obligation and to include coming to the revelation of life's enigma. Her poetry

empowers you to travel life's highways with eyes wide open. Realizing you do not have to experience

everything to understand the affects of it.... She is spirit filled,old school, new school encased in smooth

jazz rolled into one. (Music by Walter Sorey) Her hope is to reach, touch and make aware the need for a

change. We are losing the young due to a lack of communication, obligation and responsibility. Flo Gently

charges you to step up to the plate. Performing at galleries, schools, colleges, churches, parks, open

mike sessions, bookstores, restaurants, coffee houses and where ever there is a need or desire to hear

the spoken word in true form. She feels she has a message to deliver. The time is now and of the

essence... We need a wake up call and she is just that..... worldly(dealing with the world and the lust

there of) culturally aware (being in touch with self, knowing to whom you belong) obligation (the debt you

owe to this generation because of the rewards you reaped from the previous) revelation (hopefully you

have come to the knowledge that you were bought with a price) Flo Gently has a book titled, "Eclectic",

available mid 2004 Graduate of New York School of Announcing and Speech; Educated in New Jersey,

born in Cambridge Maryland. CONTACT INFORMATION Fgmotley@mail.com
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